
The Training Portal is really great with Single Sign On. It also 

took some getting used to. It’s a little less playful and the 
notation of the crown balance is different. However, filling 
the portal, live, you can see one-on-one changes in the 
back office at the front office. Then we have two tabs open. 
Coachview on one, the portal in the other. What to fill in in 
Coachview, we check directly at the front office! Works very 
quickly.
 

From managing Outlook  
to carry out tasks
What we have really improved on is our automatic workflow. 
We used to put all actions manually in Outlook. Now it’s 
either executed, or there are manual actions ready on 
the dashboard automatically. Super clear and you know 

exactly where you stand. I also like 
unsubscribing to the waiting list. We 
immediately see how many questions 
are open and whether it is interesting 
to purchase an extra training course. 
 

A good start is continuous 
improvement
Because we have only been customers for 6 months, I also 
notice that I still express many concerns. I’m constantly 
improving my processes and sometimes I run into something 
that doesn’t work automatically yet. Coachview is always 
ready to think along with me. Sometimes it’s a matter of 
looking through our busy diaries, but we always find a 
moment to get back to work constructively.  I just want to get 
better all the time, so you will hear from me often, haha!
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Running a municipality with self-directed teams requires a 

smart approach to training. The two ladies who run the training 

institute at the municipality of Hollandse Kroon know all 

about it. Each employee receives 1000 crowns, to be spent 

in a wide range of training programmes, from lean and mean 

work to mindfulness. Their institute trains more than 350 

employees, in which the ladies do everything except job titles. 

From administration, purchasing to listening to the needs 

of colleagues. Coby Schoof about her first experiences with 

Coachview.

The more automated, 
the better

Referentie

Reminding myself of automatic actions 
via Outlook is a thing of the past

Coby Schoof, Organises the training courses at Hollandse Kroon

An easy choice: Coachview
“Before we started working with Coachview in May 2017, 
we were still working with a customised package. We were 
getting more and more malfunctions because we were linking 
more and more systems, our workflow wasn’t automatic yet, 
but that wasn’t the only thing. We wanted a training portal 
where both internal employees and local residents could 
register. The latter was simply not possible in the old system.  
  

A colleague did extensive research into online course 
administration systems a year earlier. Because our wishes 
were the same, we adopted the conclusion. So in May we 
knew; we will start with Coachview.  
  

I think the start and the training went very well myself. We 
consciously let ourselves be trained 1 on 1 and invested extra 
in this. We like to keep 
going fast. In such a 
group training you have 
to wait for the level of 
others. We know our 
whole process by heart, 
so you know what you 
are doing. 

 

Some getting used to, 
now perfect!
In the beginning, I found it a lot of work to set up a type 
of training. Especially the difference between the type of 
education and the training. When I realised this, the ideal 
worked! In total it took us 5 months to get to the bottom of 
the system. The good click with the helpdesk also helps. The 
person I often speak to understands us exactly. Because I 
think the knowledge base is too extensive. I prefer to make 
short and powerful lists for myself. Maybe a good tip? 

 

 

Users Rating Customer since



More than 200 educators, large and small  
the backbone of the organisation

  AAS Veiligheid, Academie voor Ambulancezorg, Academie voor Medisch Specialisten, ACTA Dental Education, Beeckestijn Business School, BON-Holding, Bruseco, Centrum voor 
Thuisbeademing, Ceva Logistics, Coöperatie The Law Firm School, Ctac, DAS, De Nestor, Edin, Expertisecentrum William Schrikker, GGD Hollands Noorden, Gemeente Hollands Kroon, 
Governance University, Facta, HabiTask, Hamilton Bright Training, Happy Mondays, Hogeschool Utrecht, IDEWE, Inspearit, Jonkman opleidingen, KPE Opleidingen, Kuehne + Nagel, Marosel, 
MK24, Movisie, Mutsaersstichting, NVPH, Opleidingscentrum Gelderpoort, Opleidingscentrum Haaglanden, OSG-VvAA, Pantar, Pink Elephant Nederland, PinkRoccade Healthcare, 
Phoenix Cultuur, Prana Training & coaching, Publiek Domein, Rijksacademie voor Financiën, Economie en Bedrijfsvoering, SCFB, SIOS Group, Soba Security Opleidingen, SSC/PSA/
Opleidingen, Stichting Amsterdamse Gezondheidscentra, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, THINQ Training & Opleiding, Uitvoeringsorganisatie CPO/Dialogue, Univé Academie, Vakwijs, 
Vanderlande Industries, Vastgoed Business School, Veiliginheidsinstituut, VluchtelingenWerk Nederland, VolkerWessels, Welten, Woonbond Kennis- en Adviescentrum, WOZL, WSD Groep

More  
References?

How do you know for sure that Coachview fits? 

By hearing and reading it from others. This is one 

reference, and we can well imagine that you also want 

to talk to someone. Just to be sure. On the right you 

can see a large selection of all our clients. So if you 

would like to talk to someone else, just call 088 44 88 

550 and we will make contact.


